. If x D and y D are well below 10 02 as predicted by the dispersive approach of ref. [2] or the heavy quark eective theory of ref. [4] , then the observation of r D at the level of 10 04 or so will imply the presence of new physics [7, 8, 9, 10] .
Today much more theoretical eort is needed to make sure of the order of x D and y D . On the experimental side, searches for D 0 0 D 0 mixing to a high degree of accuracy (e.g., r D 10 04 to 10 05 ) are expected to be available at future xed target facilities, B-meson factories and -charm factories [11, 12, 13] .
In this work we investigate how the subtlety of D 0 0 D 0 mixing can be probed at a -charm factory. We show that it is possible to separately determine the mixing parameters 
where the subscripts \L" and \H" stand for Light and Heavy respectively, and is a complex phase. The proper-time evolution of an initially (t = 0) pure D 0 or D 0 is given as
in which the evolution functions read f 0 (t) = exp[0(im+0=2 
For Im 1%, the value of cosh(4Im) deviates less than 0:1% from unity. Thus this overall factor of r D is safely negligible 3 . The latest E691 data [6] give r r r Note that a coherent D 0 D 0 pair with C = 0 can be straightforwardly produced from the decay of the (3:77) resonance [10, 13] . Its time-independent decay rates to the like-sign and opposite-sign dileptons obey eqs. (6) and (7) are well-known in the literature (see, e.g., [7] ). In such an approximation, however, the relative size of x 2 D and y 2 D cannot be determined.
To 
Here it is worth emphasizing that cosh(4Im) as the overall (and common) factor of r D , r 0 and r + can be safely neglected. In the approximations up to O(r 2 0 ) and O(r 2 + ), we obtain two simpler relations: 
Thus it is crucial to examine the deviation of the ratio r + =r 0 from 3, in order to nd the dierence between x 2 D and y 2 D . Instructively, we consider three special cases: 
We see that n = 1 is the most favorable case (i. separately. In this way r 0 need not be measured as precisely as in the rst approach discussed above, however, the accurate value of n is necessary. Unfortunately, it seems impossible at present to precisely determine n from either theory or experiments.
We have shown that it is possible to separately determine the D 0 0 D 0 mixing parameters x D and y D by time-integrated measurements of the dilepton events of (D 0 D 0 ) C=6 decays at a -charm factory. In the assumption of a dedicated accelerator running for one year at an average luminosity of 10 33 s 01 cm 02 , about 10 7 events of (D 0 D 0 ) C=+ and the similar number of 0 (D 0 D 0 ) C=0 are expected to be produced at the (4:14) resonance [13] 4 . The precision of 10 04 to 10 05 in measurements of r 0 and r + is achievable if one assumes zero background and enough running time [13, 16] . To measure the ratio r + =r 0 up to the accuracy of 10 04 , however, much experimental eort is needed. If D 0 0 D 0 mixing were at the level of r D 10 03 (or at least r D 10 04 ), then the relative magnitude of x D and y D should be detectable in the
